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Golf Team Falls Short by 6
Earns Silver second year in a row

Head Golf Coach Brady Bell is consoled by Athletic Director Todd Rodgers after Bell’s team is named runner-up for the second year in a row to Andrews. Photo by Matt Garnett

Digital Piracy? (Page 3) Prom Feature (Page 5) Girls 4 x 400

Cutter McDonald poses while on notorious torrent website “ThePirateBay.com”. Photo by Matt Garnett

Junior Nick Ralston shows his excitement at the junior, senior prom.
Photo by Annabel Thorpe

(Page 7)

Cassi Hargroves passes the baton to Taylor Mueller in the girls 4 x 400
relay race. Photo by Harris Ulman
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‘Divergent ‘ Film Captivates Viewers
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Madison Hardy | Reporter
the average viewer
As with many
already knows the
movies converted
to books, the first
background information. For example,
movie of the series
‘Divergent’, written
a viewer has to be
aware of the various
by Veronica Roth,
factions beforehand
struggles with accuracy. A person
and what they are
who has not read the about, because there
books would have
are few details given
when the movie
multiple reasons to
enjoy the movie.
begins. As a reader
of the book, one
Initially, however,
can enjoy the charthere is not a lot of
acters according to
explanation given.
The producers throw their personality
the viewer into the
traits, while in the
movie while making film one inevitably
has to judge the
the assumption that

characters based on
looks. Speaking of
looks, the male lead,
Tobias, played by
Theo James, has most
of the females in the
theatres whistling
and swooning. Not
only does he do a
great job playing the
character of a brave,
protective leader,
but he grasps the
attention of viewers
with his physique.
Shailene Woodley,
who has made appearances in only
a few major films,

plays the female
lead, Tris. As the
protaganist, her
performance is
arguably up to
par with Jennifer
Lawrence’s performance in The
Hunger Games. A
reader of the book
series might be disappointed, but an
average viewer will
find ‘Divergent’ a
thrilling and interesting twist on life
after civil war.

Gillian Flynn’s ‘Gone Girl’ Mystifies Readers
Brett McMartin | Reporter
In the novel ‘Gone Girl’ by
Gillian Flynn, murder mystery meets puzzling romance.
The novel is told from two
different perspectives, a man,
Nick, and his wife, Amy. In the
beginning, Amy goes missing
and detectives name Nick the
main suspect. The book starts
off slow but as Flynn adds

layers to the plot and inserts
her own wit, the story becomes much more interesting.
Though the story is chilling,
it is not scary enough to keep
you up at night, but rather it
focuses on a relationship between a husband and wife and
the secrets they keep from one
another. Written simply, this

novel is recommended for the
young adult audience because
it is an easy read with a perplexing plot that will be sure
to make the reader think. The
in-depth character building
that Flynn includes makes each
person in the novel unforgettable and distinct. ‘Gone Girl’
is Flynn’s third and most popu-

lar book, ‘Sharp Objects’ and
‘Dark Places’ being her two
other endearing, dark themed
reads. The film for the book,
directed by David Flincher,
comes out in the fall of this
year. The cast is star-studded
with actors such as Ben Affleck, Rosamund Pike and Neil
Patrick Harris.
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Digital Piracy Spurs Innovation, Encourages Competition
Matt Garnett | Editor in Chief

Digital piracy is a
direct result of the entertainment industry’s
transition into the digital era. Human nature is
to take the easiest route,
and up until recently,
piracy was usually that
route. Digital piracy
was and is a service issue. Albeit the possible
moral issues, digital
piracy is a healthy part
of the economic ecosystem. It forces innovation and lower prices
for consumers. Without
it, there would be no
Netflix, iTunes, nor
other similar services.
The music industry
has notoriously fought
digital pirates, regularly bringing them to
public court to make
a spectacle. In recent
years this has become
less common. It seems
that all parties involved
have realized that piracy
is not the really the
enemy, and that the real
enemy is themselves.
When studios
began distributing their
content digitally, it was

cumbersome and expensive. Often times,
piracy was just plain
easier. Most people
would have rather
purchased their
goods legally, but the
fact it was considerably easier to obtain
content through
illegal means meant
that people flocked
to underground file
sharing sites in the
thousands. Only in
recent years have
companies like Netflix, Hulu, Pandora,
Spotify, and others
finally found ways to
serve content cheaply and easily enough
to consumers to curb
piracy.
The media
industry claims that
each illegal download is lost revenue,
Junior Cutter McDonald poses as he surfs bittorrent search engine “The Pirate Bay”. Photo by Matt Garnett
but in reality many
they penetrate into the
that is beneficial to
Piracy is obviously not
downloads would not
masses
and
more
people
consumers.
Like
good
affecting the revenues
have occurred had they
end
up
purchasing
the
competition
it
will
conof the music, film, and
cost money. It’s unrealistic for media corpora- music legally via iTunes tinue to push traditional television industries as
and other methods.
media organizations to
their revenues are at
tions to see all those
Piracy
will
never
adapt
as
digital
trends
an all time high. The
downloads as lost revcome to an end, and
continue to develop.
transition from analog
enue when often times

to digital media is a
confusing time for all,
but had it not been for
piracy, it is likely that
Netflix would still be
trying to negotiate deals
with studios.

Piracy Cheats Artists, Contributes to Stale Market
Tanner Davenport | Senior Editor

A common justification for piracy is
that it doesn’t actually
harm sales. It has even
been suggested that
piracy benefits artists by
putting their work into
wider circulation. However, while piracy may
increase awareness of a
product, it is a stretch
of the imagination to
claim that most pirates
are actively involved in
promoting or encourag-

ing the purchase of the
goods they have pirated.
The artists do not benefit from a wider base
of consumers if those
people are not bothering to pay for the media
that they are enjoying.
Further, companies
make more effective use
of the internet, television, streams, concert
tours, trailers, demos
and radio airplay to
market products than

pirates ever could
through word of mouth.
Honestly, the idea
that pirates are benefiting the artists they rip
off is offensive.
At the end of the
day, the strongest argument against piracy is
this – while the revenue
lost on just a single pirated work is negligible,
what would happen
if everybody pirated
all the music, games,

movies, and books they
wanted? The greatest
part about purchasing
a product or artwork
legally, besides it being
the right thing to do,
is that it motivates the
artists, staff, and everyone else involved in
production to continue
to make great products
for consumers to enjoy.
Piracy not only robs
artists of the rewards
they deserve for their

efforts but also ends up
damaging their ability
to continue innovating and creating new
things.
Artists want you to
have the opportunity to
enjoy their work, and
they are not asking for
compensation just to be
jerks. The vast majority
of people involved depend on the income just
to sustain their creative
process and to continue

to provide new, innovative products. Putting
aside the crucial fact
that piracy cheats these
people, it kills small
companies and small
artists and encourages
a market flooded with
formulaic and bland
products because it
becomes too risky to be
original. Then piracy
has become problem for
everyone.
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The Golden Age Prom
Prom season is an exciting time for any junior or senior. The girls are stirring with anticipation as they wait to be asked in a special way. The guys are struggling to find
the perfect date and think of some creative way to let them know they want to go with them. The night of prom lives up to the tradition, a fun and magical night for
anyone who attends. However, prom season can be especially stressful and often times expensive, with dinners, dresswear, tickets and much more.

Seniors Kim Strelke and Chase Kammerer pose in their prom attire at The Golden Age Prom. Photo by Evan Welsh

LADIES

Evan Welsh | Reporter

Prom for most girls is a very
stressful, yet fun event. Finding the
perfect dress, getting hair and makeup done, getting a tan, purchasing a
boutonniere, and making sure their
date’s tux matches their dress are
some of the many things a girl goes
through to make sure her night is
perfect.
“Finding and forming a group
is extremely stressful,” said senior
Hannah Hecker, “as well as deciding
where to take pictures and where to
eat.”
All of this can tend to be somewhat
daunting or stressful, but will often
times lead to a great night that is
sure to be very memorable and fun.
Created by Evan Welsh

		

Created by Evan Welsh

GENTS

The guys, who seem to have it easy,
also have a lot to do in order to get
ready for the big night. With worrying about how to ask someone
in a creative way, getting a tux and
corsage, and often times paying for
tickets and dinner, it all adds up.
The average prom can add up to be
around five hundred dollars for most
guys attending. All of this causes a
lot of stress along with making sure
their appearance is up to par.
“Matching the dress and suit is
definitely the most stressful part,”
said junior Hunter Markwardt. “Either that or pictures.”
Through all the stress leading up
to the dance, however, it’s all worth
while when the night begins.
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The Golden Ages
Griffin Maestas, Macenzie Morris, Shaylee Starnes, Kel Straubmueller

Kenzie Cvar, Rixey Boyd, Tyler Gibson, Katelyn Cooper, Caroline Ledford, Quinton Rockwell
Makenna White, Brandon Boyzuick

Hunter Treadwell, Brooke Robertson
Kenna Roberts, Maddy Haynes

Reagan Blanchette, Logan Dial, Austin Fife, Chanel Smtih

Prom King and Queen
Madeline Caldwell

Ty Murphy

Photos by Annabel Thorpe
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UIL Proves Advantageous for Students in Many Ways
Maggie DiVecchia | Reporter

The students here are undeniably overachievers, not only are they
great at sports but they are also smart.
University Interscholastic League academics are a huge part of what keeps
Argyle a top notch school.
Students that are a part of UIL
academics not only participate to
compete in their competitions but
they also participate to be a part of
the community that goes with being
involved in UIL academics.
Many students, like junior Molly
Livingston, had no trouble deciding
which event to take place in.
“I have always known I wanted to
be an actress or to have a career related to theatre,” said Livingston. “So I
knew I wanted to be in One Act.”
Many students believe that UIL
has been instrumental in helping
them to feel more comfortable with
their teachers and in school as a
whole.
“UIL has built relationships with

teachers that will last my entire life,”
senior Colton Katzen said. “It’s given
me people that have greatly impacted
me for the better.”
If a student is on the fence about
participating in UIL, it would definitely be advised to at least give it a
try because the work and time that
goes into it does have a lot its benefits.
“It’s been a fun challenge to build
skills that I will be able to carry on
throughout my life,” Katzen said.
“I’ve also gained a variety of skills
that have helped me excel in all my
classes.”
Katzen will be attending the McCombs business school at University
of Texas and is confident that doing
so well in UIL not only helped during
high school but has impacted him in
other ways as well.
“I really do believe UIL also
played a significant role in helping
me to be accepted to my top choice,”
Katzen said.

Matthew Hayden studies for an upcoming competition at District. Photo by Harris Ulman

OAP Advances To Region, First Time in 5 Years
Kirsten Couch | Guest Writer
For the first time since 2008,
Argyle High School has had a One
Act Play show advance past District,
Area, and all the way to Regional’s
Competition. The show, Mother
Courage and Her Children, follows
the story of a tradeswoman and her
kin as they navigate the 30 Years War.
In the short time limit of 40 minutes,
Mother Courage delivers dramatic
deaths, heart wrenching moments,
and a seamless technical atmosphere
that transports audiences into the
violent themes.
What many people don’t know is
the amount of work it takes to create
such a delivery.
“We started practicing right at the
start of the second semester,” junior
Scott Collins said. “We’ve been working on this production for about three
and a half months now.”
That means three hour rehearsals, around two or three times a week,
where the whole cast and crew is
together. This is the work done on

top of the light and sound production
worked on in Mr. Hertel’s Technical
Theatre class, and the blocking and
character development done in his
regular Theatre classes.
All of this work is done to
make those 40 minutes seem effortless to the audience.
“There’s a lot that goes into
producing a play that most people
don’t see,” junior Reid Sullivan
said.
What the average audience
member may not know is that every step the actors take is planned
and meticulously practiced. The
passionate inflections in their
voices have been selected from the
hundred others they tried for each
line. Basically, the magic you see
on stage is not spontaneous. Beneath it all is a well oiled machine.
From the cast that makes the
show seem fresh each performance, to the crew that quietly
pulls the levers that pull the audience in, One Act Play is a group

of students passionate about their
art form. Only with all the elements
of the show working together does it
turn out wonderful.

“One Act Play is just like any
other team,” junior Tanner Watson
said. “It takes a lot of teamwork and
communication to perfect our show.”

3105 Fort Worth Dr.
Denton, TX 76205

Livestock Feed, Lawn & Garden, Poultry, Pet
Food & Animal Health Products. Authorized
Mobile Chicken Coop Dealer. Soy free non GMO
Chicken Feed.
Email – dandl.denton@verizon.net

DandLDenton.com
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Relay Girls Leave Legacy, Records
Sydney Austin | Reporter

Laine Lowry carries the baton at the area track
meet held at Argyle. Photo by Aubrey Kass

With the track season nearing its
end, the athletes that have advanced
past district look to reach a personal
goal or to hopefully beat their own
records next year in the 2015 season.
For the girls 4x400 relay team, goals
and records have already been met
and broken. On April 17 at the Argyle
track, the team beat school records
and finished the day as area champions after running an impressive time
of 3:56:56.
Over the past three years of their
track career, seniors Laine Lowry,

Brooke Robertson, and Taylor Mueller
have advanced to state in the 1600 meter relay. Last season, the team gained
a new addition, Cassi Hargroves, and
the team was able to advance to state
for a third season. With the hopes
of advancing to the state meet once
again, the four girls have worked
harder than ever before while enjoying
their time together, which is without a
doubt the reason for their success.
“I think our success comes from
how hard our workouts are everyday
without a break,” Lowry said. “The
bond us four girls have with each other
and with our coaches is one you’ll
never find on another team. Having a
coach where a bad handoff is not an
option, because we practice those so
much, helps us prepare really well for
every race.”
After several years of hard work
together, the four girls are disappointed that it is nearing an end.
“I’m going to miss everything
after this season is over: the girls, the
coaches, the road trips. Practice itself
isn’t that much fun because it’s hard
work, but being able to hangout with
my best friends, Coach Olson, and
Coach B has been a blessing,” Robertson said. “I’ve had some of my favorite
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memories with these girls
and I’ll always cherish everything we’ve been through
together.”
Having comparable
feelings to Robertson, Mueller has also enjoyed all the
memories involving track
throughout her high school
years.
“I will miss the girls
and Coach Olson the most,”
Mueller said. “Wherever we
are or whatever we are doing, we always mess around
and somehow make it fun,
even at practice. My favorite
memories on the 4x4 have
been traveling to state
Brooke Robertson, Taylor Mueller, Laine Lowry, and Cassi Hargroves
celebrate after advancing to the area meet in Aubrey at the district
the last three years, and
getting second at state my finals. Photo by Harris Ulman
sophomore year. Singing
forgotten, younger girls who are hopin the car, shopping, and going to the
ing to run track should strive to be as
Oasis have made all three of my state
successful as these four girls.
trips so fun and memorable.”
“Some advice I would give the
After setting school records and
younger girls who might want to be on
making the journey to state a normal
the relay team in the future would be
thing, Lowry, Mueller, Robertson,
just work hard,” Robertson said. “It’s
and Hargroves leave behind a huge
difficult to motivate yourself in praclegacy for underclassmen and younger tice, but if you can find a way to push
girls to fill. While their hard work
yourself you can be more successful
and dedication to practice will not be
than you think!”

Golf Teams Sweep Region, Swagger On to State
Tanner Davenport | Senior Editor

Nick Louy grabs his ball marker on 18 at
Wolfdancer. Photo by Matt Garnett

For the third consecutive year,
the golf teams made their mark at the
UIL regional tournament, this year

at Tanglewood Golf Course by Lake
Texoma. The girls, coached by Sammye
Townsend, had two players compete
in the tournament, junior Leyton King
and junior Jesse Sheridan.
Despite not qualifying for the state
tournament this year, both girls played
consistently well against the other 86
competitors both days. At the end of
the second day, Sheridan shot a 199 total and placed 20th overall while King
shot 202 and placed 24th.
“I was not happy with my final
results because I felt that I did not play
to my best ability throughout the two
day tourney,” King said. “But I enjoyed
spending quality time with my teammates and coach, ultimately creating
memories we will all be able to cherish.”
As far as the girls’ prospects for the

state tournament in 2015, things are
looking hopeful.
“If they will put in a little more
time on the course, there is no reason
they can’t be here again next year,”
Townsend said. “They really do have a
shot at state if they will work at it.”
The boys team also sent six golfers
to the tournament. For the second
time in a row, the team placed first
at region, with sixth place finishes by
both sophomore Tommy Parker and
senior Nick Louy with 155 points total
each. Alex Isakson finished ninth with
157 points. Seniors Colton Katzen and
Lance Roden shot 161 and 165, respectively, and individual region qualifier
junior Matt Garnett shot 162.
Unfortunately they could not
convert their first place finish at region
to gold at state. The boys team finished

second place for the second straight
year, bested only by Andrews yet
again.
“We came into the tournamnet
feeling confident,” senior Nick Louy
said. “After the first round we still felt
good, but once we started the second
round shaky we couldn’t get anything
going.”
Senior Colton Katzen corroborated this.
“We played bad,” Katzen said. “We
chose a bad venue to play our worst.”
After finishing six short of Andrews in second place, Coach Brady
Bell shed some optimism for next year.
“The seniors from the last two
years have done a good job leading
the team,” Bell said. “We have several
strong returning. Hopefully we can
make another appearance next year.”
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Come Join Us
Grand Opening
May 9, 2 p.m.

For all your Real Estate needs, please contact:
PHONE NUMBER
EMAIL ADDRESS

The town of Argyle was
founded in the 1850’s, however,
it was originally known as Pilot Knob. Argyle was officially
named in 1881 when the Texas
and Pacific railroad built a track
through the land. Legend has it
that a railroad surveyor named
the town after a village in France.
There is some controversy, however, that Argyle was actually
named after the region of Argyll
in Scotland. In the late 1870’s Argyle began to function as a proper
town. A school, Baptist church,
and a post office were all built in
the area. As the population began
to grow, more amenities were
needed in order for the town to
prosper. A cotton gin, a general
store, and a grist mill were added
to create jobs and a sustainable
economy for the people. Along
with all of these additions to the
town, a little redbrick bank was
established in 1888. The bank
was not around very long before
it was robbed in 1912. The robbers made it away with $1700,
which ended up closing the bank
permanently. Some believe that
the robbers who were responsible
were the infamous Bonnie and
Clyde who had been involved in

a string of robberies throughout
Texas. However, this has never
been proved.
Since its beginning,
Argyle has evolved and been
through many changes. Argyle
has increasingly developed and
its population has grown from a
mere 148 people in 1890 to an approximate 3,490 in 2012. Though
Argyle has changed over time,
the old bank building still stands
as an essential part of the town’s
history. For years the building
had been left deserted. However,
it has recently become home to
REMAX “The North Texas Team
with Jollete Ryon”. The team has
renovated the old bank building,
portraying the timeless Southern
charm feel with stained wood and
western accents. One interesting
feature the bank contains is the
original vault that was used when
the bank first opened, and it has
continued to be a marker of the
building.
The team is hosting an open
house on Friday, May 9 at 2 p.m.
Please come out and visit the
REMAX team at the old state
bank off of 377 on the corner of
Hickory Hill.

